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GENERAL INVERSE PROBLEMS FOR THE BEST
APPROXIMATION IN BANACH SPACES

TOSHIHIKO NISHISHIRAHO

ABSTRACT. Inverse problems for the degree of the best approxi
mation are discussed in the general settings in Banach spaces and
several refined results are obtained. Furthermore, appplications
are provided from the viewpoint of Fourier expansions associated
with projections on Banach spaces.

1. Introduction

Let C2tr denote the Banach space of all 27f-periodic, continuous
functions J on the real line lR with the norm

IIJI'oo = max{lf(t) I : ItI S; 7f}.

Let N be the set of all positive integers, and put No = N U {O}. For
each n E No, we denote by 'In the set of all trigonometric polynomials
of degree at most n. For a given function f E C2tr , we define

En(C2tr ; J) = inf{lIf - glloo : 9 E 'In},

which is called the best approximatin of degree n to f with respect to
'In. Since 'In is the 2n+ I-dimensional Chebyshev subspace of C2tr , for
each J E C2tr , there exists a unique trigonometric polynomial gn E'In

of the best approximation of f with respect to 'In, i.e., such that

En (C2tr ; J) = IIJ - gnlloo.
(see, e.g., [8; Chap. 2, Theorem 6]).

In this context, the classical Weierstrass approximation theorem
simply states that for any J E C2tr , the sequence {En (C2tr ; J) : n E No}
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converges to zero as n tends to infinity. Yet it does not say how fast
En (C21r ; J) approaches zero. In general, the smoother function, the
faster En (C21r ; J) tends to zero. The results that guarantee this event
are sometimes called the direct theorems of Jackson-type. Conversely,
the inverse theorems of Bernstein-type assert that if En (C21r ; J) tends
rapidly enough to zero, then f has certain smoothness properties,
which are usually given in terms of its modulus of continuity, Lipschitz
classes and differentiability properties.

More precisely, one of Jackson-type theorems states the following:
Let rENo and 0 < 0' ~ 1. If the rth derivative fer) satisfies a
Lipschitz condition of order 0', i.e.,

then

(t E lR), (1)

En (C21r ; J) = 0 (n:+
r

) (n -+ (0). (2)

Conversely, one of Bernstein-type theorems states that if 0 < 0' < 1,
then (2) implies (1) and that if 0' = 1, then (2) implies

IljCr)(. - t) - f<r}(')lloo = O(jtlog Itll) (It I -+ +0).

Furthermore, if 0' = 1, then (2) is equivalent to

Ilf(r)(. + t) + f(r)(. - t) - 2f(r)(')lIoo = O(ltl) (t E lR),

which is due to Zygmund (d. [22]). For further related results, we
refer to [2], [5], [8] and [9]. The statements analogous to these results
also hold for the Banach space L~1r consisting of all 27r-periodic, pth
power Lebesgue integrable functions f on lR with the norm

IIfllp = (2~ i: If(t)IP dt) lip (1 ~ p < (0).

(d. [2], [17], [20], [22]). The same results hold if "0" is replaced by
"0" (d. [9], [22]).

These results have been developed further by several authors. There
is an elegant generalization by de la Vallee Poussin, which was ex
tended to the higher order moduli of continuity by Butzer and Nessel
[3] (d. [6], [17]). In [13] (d. [12]), we generalized this result to arbi
trary Banach spaces in the setting of the theory of Fourier expansions
(d. [4], [10], [11]' [21]). The purpose of this paper is to develop fur
ther these techniques in the general situations of [16], and to establish
several refined results.
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2. General settings and results

Let X be a Banach space with norm 1I·llx, and let B[X] denote the
Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators of X into itself with
the usual operator norm II ·IIBIXj. Let {Mn : n E No} be a sequence
of closed linear subspaces of X satisfying the following conditions:

(M-1) Mo ~ M 1 ~ M 2 ~ ••• ~ M n ~ M n+1 ~ •.•.

(M-2) U~=oMn is dense in X.
Let {Gk : kENo} be a sequence of closed linear operators with

domain D(Gk ) in X and range in X such that for all n, kENo,
(G-1) Mn ~ D(Gk), Gk(Mn ) ~ Mn ,

and for all k E N,n E No and all f E Mn ,

(G-2) IIGk(f)llx ~ Aknkllfllx,
where A k is a positive constant independent of n and f.

For a given f EX, we define

which is called the best approximation of degree n to f with respect
to Mn . By Condition (M-1), we have

(n=0,1,2, ... )

and Condition (M-2) implies that for every f E X,

lim En(X; J) = O.
n~oo

In this paper, we derive certain smoothness properties of an element
f E X from the hypothesis that En(X; J) approaches zero with a given
rapidity. For this aim, we consider the following class of functions:

Let {Wk : kENo} be a sequence of non-negative functions on
X X [0,00), which satisfy the following conditions:

(w - 1) For each kENo, there exists a positive constant B k such
that

(W - 2)
(w - 3)

Wk(f, 8) ~ Bkllfllx
for all f E X and all 8 ~ O.
lim,s---->+o Wk(f, 8) = 0 for all f E X and all kEN.
For each kENo, there exists a positive constant Ck such
that

Wk(f, 8) ~ Ck8kIlGk(J)llx
for all f E D(Gk ) and all 8 ~ O.
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(uJ - 4) uJd',b) is a seminorm on X for each kENo, b 2': o.
From now on, we suppose that for each J EX, there is an element

,l}n E M n of the best approximation of J with respect to M n , i.e., such
that

En(X; J) = III - !Jnllx (n E No).

For the general theory of the existence of the best approximation in
normed linear spaces, we refer to [19].

Let a E N and a 2': 2. Let <p : [a, 00) ~ [0,00) be a bounded
function and we define

<p*(x) = sup{<p(t) : x:::; t} (x 2': a).

Then <p* : [a, 00) ~ [0,00) is a bounded, monotone decreasing function
and

<p(x) :::; <p*(x)

for all x 2': a. In particular, if <p is monotone decreasing, then rp = r.p*.
Also,

lim r.p(x) = 0 <===? lim <p*(x) = o.
x-.oo x--+oo

Let D : [a, 00) ~ [0,00) be a non-negative, monotone decreasing
function satisfying

lim D(x) = 0 and 100

D(x) dx < 00.
x~oo a X

Then we have the following result:

Theorem 1. Let .f E X, T E No, a < min{b, c}, I? < c, p 2': 2 and
b > o. Suppose that for all n 2': u.

Then I belongs to D(Gr ) and for every kEN,

+ r.p*(ah) (Ilk lac xk- 1.f2(x) dx +100

D~x) (h-)},
where C is a positive constant independent of b, c, p and b.
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The proof of this theorem is the same argument as that of [16:
Theorem 1] for the case of p = 2 and is therefore omitted. Xow, in the
rest of this section we always suppose that rENo and J E X satisfies

En(X;.f) <::; 9(n):,2(n)
1L

for all n ~ a, and let kEN; Therefore, by Theorem 1, J always
belongs to J) ( (;7' ).

Theorem 2. Let J E X,r E No,a < h,p ~ 2 and b > O. Then we
have

wdGr(f), h) <::; C{bk l lLb

X
k

-
1Q(x)rLr:

* (, l abP
. 1 100

Q (x) ) }+ tp (ab) bk xk- D(x)dx + -.-dx
a bp :r

{ l aJlP 100 D(x) }
<::; C (1 + <p*(ab))bk xk-1Q(x)dx + tp*(ah) --dx,

a ~ X

where C is a positive constatnt independent of band b.

Proof Take c = If> in Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. Let ~ be a positive function on (0, 00 ) ,]J ~ 2 and 11 > O.
If ~(b) < a-I', b > 0, then

{ l
alc(fJ)l/IL

k I'> k-lwdGr·(J) , b) <::; C b a X D(x')dx

( l a/!;(fJ)p//L /00 D(x))}+ <p*(a/~(b)l/I') bk ' Xk-1D(x)dx + --d:J;
a l/~(fJ)P//L X

<::; C{ (1 + tp*(a/~(b)l/I'))bk l a
/!;(fJ)P//L Xk- 1D(x) dx

+ <p*(a/~(b)l/Jl) roo D(x) dX},
ll/!;(fJ)p//L X

where C is a positive constant independent of~, 11, {j and p. In partic
ular. if). > 0,11 > 0 and 0 < b).. < a-I' .. then

{

(a/bA/IL

wdG7' (f) ,b) <::; C bk
la Xk-1D(x)dx

+ cp* (a/b)../1') (bk t/bPA//L :r;k-I D(x)dx + roo D(x) dX) }
la It>-PA//L X
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:s; C{ (1 + r.p*(a/b)./Jl))bkl a
'6

P

>.,'!' L,k-1Q(J.:)d:r

+ r.p*(a/Ii)./Jl) roc; , Q(:];) dX},
J6-v>,/!' X

where C is a positive constant independent of A, IJ, Ii and p.

Theorem 3. Let ~ and, be positive functions on (0,00) such that

lim ~(Ii) = +00, lim ,(Ii) = 0, lim ,(Ii)e(6) = 0 (3)
6--..+0 6--..+0 6--.. +0

for some p ~ 2. Then we have

{ l
a~(6)

wk(Gr (J),8) S; 0 8k
a xk-1Q(x)dx

+ r.p* (a~( Ii)) (tikl a
1"1(6) Xk- 1n(x)dx + roo Q(X) dX) }

a J1 0 (6) X

(ti --+ +0).

In particular. if A, IJ > 0, then

{ l
aJlllog6[

Wk(Gr·(J),ti):s; 0 bk
a xk-1Q(:r:)dx

* ( lQ./6>' . /00 Q(x) )}+ r.p (alJllogtil) tik xk-1n(x)dx+, -.-dx
a 1/6>' X

(Ii --+ +0).

Proof We take b = ~(b) and c = l/,(b) for sufficiently small Ii > 0,
and use Theorem 1.

3. Results of Bernstein and Zygmund type

In this section, we restrict ourselves to the special case where

1
Q(x) = -,

xO:
0: > O. (4)

Here, let I E X, rENo, kEN and suppose that for all n ~ a,

r; (X· J') < <p(n).
n , - O:+Tn

Therefore, by Theorem 1, I always belongs to n((;1.).
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Theorem 4. Let a < min{h, c}, III ~ c, jJ ;:::: 2 and IJ > 0 Then we
have:

U-'d(;T(f), Ii) ~ c{ ,a
k
-

n

(hk-a. _ 1 + cp*(ah)(ck-a. _ 1))llk + cp*(ab)}
Ii: - a O(!~

(k f 0),

and

Wk((;T(f), h) ~ C{ (10gb + cp*(ab) logc)lJk + cp:~~~))}

(k = 0),

where C is a positive constant independent of b, c, p and Il.

Proof Let f2(x) be as in (-1). If a < d, then

l
ad ._ { a~'-o. (dk - a - 1)

x k lQ(x)dx = k-a.
a logd

and

(k i a)
(k = ex),

100 Q(x) rlx = _I_
e X 0:.&

Therefore, the desired result follows from Theorem 1.

Corollary 2. Let]J;:::: 2, and let ry be a positive function on (0,00)
with liffib-->+o ry(li) = O. Then

wdGT (f),Il) ~ C{A~~: (ryl'~/i))k(l+cp*(a/I'(Il)))+cp*(a~l'(b))}rypa.(b)

(ex < k,I'(8) < a-I);

wA;(Gr·(f),b) ~ C{ (1 + pcp*(a/ry(6)))(ry~!l))k

+ cp* (a~~I' (Il )) ryk(p- 1) (b) }ryk (/l ) Ilog ry (IJ ) I

(a = k, ry (Il) < min{a- 1, e- I } ) ;

wA;( Gr·(f), Il) ~ c{ (~::: (1'~1i)) k (1 + <p*(a/ry(b)))

+ cp*(a/r'(b)) ryP<'X-k(Ii)}ryk(lJ)
0:

(0' > k,ry(ll) < a-I).
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Here. C is a positive constant independent of Il, I' and 7). In particular,
if]J 2': 2 and A > 0, then

{
ak-a (1*(a/Ii>")}

wdGr.(J),Il) :::; C --(1 + <p*(a/b>"))Il(1-P>")k + r tJPO:>"
k-a Q

(0: < k,f, < a-I '>"),

Wk(Gr.(.f),tJ):::; C{((l + p<p*(ajb>")) + 9*(:1/1>") ti(P>..-l)k}/1kAllog/11

(0: = k, /J < min{a- I '>.., c- I >..})

and

wdGr.U), Ii) :::; C{ ak-o: (1 + ,?*(a/bA)) + <.p*(a/Ii>") 1i'JXY.>"-k}tik
a-A: 0:

(0 > k, b < a- I />..),

where c: is a positive constant independent of b, A and 7J.

Corollary 3 ([16; Corollary 2]). Let 0' > 0, J E X and rENo· If

Fn(X: f) = o( ':+7')n
(n ~ (0),

then J belongs to D( (;1') and for every kEN,

{

()(ba )

Wk( Gr(J), /1) = O( /1k flog bI)
O(f,k)

(/1 ~ +0).

(0 < k:)

(0= k)
(n > k)

Corollary 4. Let T E No, T < 0' and suppose that

Then J belongs to IJ(G1') and for every kEN,

(a - .,. < k)
(O'-'I'=k)

(0 - r > k)
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(~ ~ +0).
In particular..

{
()(~n)

wk(Go(f),b) = O(bkllogbl)
O(bk

)

(~~ +0).

(a < A:)

(00= k)
(0' > k)

Theorem 5. Let kEN and p ;::: 2. Let ~ and, be positive functions
on (0,00). Ifo: < k, then

k-n bk
Wk(G1'U),~) ::; c{:_O',(b)~k-n(b)

*( I:(b))( ak-o: b
k

I:p(k-a)(b) 1 1 )} (Ii) (5)+ cp a", k - a ,(Ii) <" + ~ ~pn(tih(li) ,

(a < ~(6)),

where C is a positive constant independent of 6,~" and p. If (3) holds
and ex = k, then

( ' ) ') [{( 8 )k log~(8)
Wk G1·(J,1> =0 ,(6) Ilog,(b)j

+ cp* (a~(Ii)) ( (,~b)) k + l) },k(8) Ilog ,(Ii)I] (I> ~ +0). (6)

In particular. if (3,). > 0 and 0' < k, then

Wk(Gr(J),I» ::; C{:~: 81
/ + (:~:6P+ ±li2a>.-13)cp*(a/b>') }613

(0 < 6 < a-II>.),

where
1/ = (0' - k))' + k - {3, p = 2(0' - k))' + k - {3

and c: is a positive constant independent of (3, 6 and),. If f1 > 0 and
a = k, then

{(
loglf1 10g lil (1i(>.-l)k))}

wdG1'(J),8) =0 AIlog61 +rp*(af1llogbl) 1+ k )'likllog81

(I> ~ +0).
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(0' < k)
(O'=k)

Proof If 0' < k, then by Theorem 4, we have

wk(Gr(J),h) ::; CC~:: (bk- a + iP*(ah)l?(k-Ol ) IJk + <p~~~~))

whenever a < band 8 > O. Thus taking b = ~(hl we get the estimate
(5). If 0' = k, then by Theorem 4, we have

Wk(Gr(J),IJ) = O{hklog~(Ii) + ~:J*(a~(h))(lJkllog'Y(IJ)1 + 'YkA~IJ))}

(Ii ----t +0),

which implies (6).

Corollary 5. Let 0' > 0, J E X and rENo. If

En(X; f) = °(nL1' ) (n ----t (0),

then f belongs to 1)(G1' ) and for every kEN.

(G (J) 8) _ {O(bQ

)

Wk 71' , - o(bkllog hi)

(Ii ----t +0).

Corollary 6. Let'r E No, r < a, f E X and suppose that

En(X; f) = 0 (~) (n ----t (0).
n

Then J belongs to 1)(Gr·) and for every kEN.

{

O(b ex-,.) (0' - r < k:)
wk(Gdf),8) = o(bklloghl) (0 _ r = k)

(8 ----t +0).
In particular,

(G (f) Ii) _ {U(OQ)
uJk 7()., - o(hkllogl'll)

(h ----t +0).

(0: < k)
(0 = k)

Remark. Results similar to those in [l-!] and [1.5] hold in the present
general settings vvith the following additional conditions:
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(W - 5) Gk(g) = 0 for all kEN and all g E Mo.
(w - 6) wk(f, b) = wk(f + g, b) for all kEN, 6 2': 0, f E X and all

g E Mo.
We omit the details.

4. Applications

Let Z denote the set of all integers, and let {Pj : j E Z} be a
sequence of projection operators in B[X] satisfying the following con
ditions:

(P-l) The projections Pj, j E Z, are mutually orthogonal, i.e., PjPn =
6j,nPn for all j, nEZ, where 6j,n denotes Kronecker's symbol.

(P-2) {Pj : j E Z} is fundamental, i.e., the linear spann of UjEZPj(X)
is dense in X.

(P-3) {Pj : j E Z} is total, i.e., if f E X and Pj(f) = 0 for all j E Z,
then f = o.

For any f EX, we associate its (formal) Fourier series expansion
(with respect to {Pj})

f r-v

An operator T E B[X] is called a multiplier operator on X if there
exists a sequence {Tj : j E Z} of scalars such that for every f EX,

T(J) r-v

00

L TjPj(J),
j=-oo

and the following notation is used:

T r-v

Let M[X] denote the set of all multiplier operators on X, which is a
commutative closed subalgebra of B[X] containing the identity oper
ator I. Let {Tt : t E IR} be a family of operators in M[X] satisfying

A = sup{IITtlIBIXj : t E IR} < (Xl
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and having the expansions
00

""' ,-ijl.[>.
~ (~ J

)=-00

(t E lR).

Then we have the follO\ving ([10: Proposition 2]):

Proposition 1. {0. : f E lR} becomes a strongly continuous group of
operators in n[X] and there holds

00

2: (-ij) IjU)
I~-oo

U E D(G)),

where G is the infinitesimal generator of {Tt } with domain D(G).

For k = 0,1,2, ... , the operator Gk is inductively defined by

and

U E U(Gk
), k = 1,2,3, ... ).

Then for each k E f:L D(Uk) is a dense linear subspace of X and Uk
is a closed linear operator with domain D(Gk) (d. [1; Propositions
1.1.4 and 1.1.6]). Furthermore: it follows from induction on k that

(;k(Jj(g)) = (_ij)k Pj(g) (g EX, j E Z, kEN) (I)

and
00

2: (-ij)kfJj(f)
j~-oo

For each kENo and f E lR, we define

i1? = J, i1~ = (T1_l)k = t(-1)k-m(k)7~nl.
meO 1n

Then i1Z belongs to M [X], and
00

2: (e- ijt -l)kfj
)=-00

and
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(8 ~ 0).

where
Bk = min{(A + 1)\ 2k A}.

If kENo,! E X and 8 ~ 0, then we define

Wk(X; I, b) = sup{IIL1~(f)llx : It I :s; b},

which is called the k-th modulus of continuity of f with respect to the
familiy {Tt }. This quantity has the following properties ([12; Lemma
1]):

Proposition 2. Let kEN and f EX. Then the following statements
hold:

(a) Wk(X; f, 8) :s; Bkllfllx (15 ~ 0).
(b) Wk(X; f, .) is a monotone increasing function on [0,00) and

Wk(X; f, 0) = O.
(c) wk+r(X;!,8):S; Bkwr(X;f,8) (r E No, 15 ~ 0).

In particular, we have

lim Wk(X; f, 8) = O.
6-++0

(d) Wk(X; f, ~8) :s; A(1 + ~)kWk(X; f, 8) (~, 8 > 0).
(e) If 0 < 15 :s; ~, then

Wk(X; !,~)j~k :s; 2kAWk(X; f, 8)j8k.

(f) If f E D(Ck), then

Wk+r(X; f,8) :s; A8kwr(X; f,8) (r E No, 15 ~ 0).

In particular, we have

Wk(X; f, 8) :s; AbkIlCk(J)lIx

(g) Wk(X; ·,8) is a seminorm on X.

For each n E No, let M n be the linear spann of {Pj(X) : iii :s; n},
which is a closed linear subspace of X. Then the following result is
the Bernstein-type inequality [13; Lemma 5]):

Proposition 3. Let n E No and kEN. Then

IICk(J)lIx:S; (2nB)kllflix

holds for all f E Mn , where

B = sup{IITtIIB[xj : It I :s; 7f}.
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~ow, the sequence {MI1 : n E No} clearly satisfies (.\1-1) and (P-2)
implies (YI-2). Take

Ch = Ck (k E No), Wk(I, b) = wk(X;J,b) (I E X,k E No,i'> ~ 0).

Then (7) and Proposition 3 imply (G-l) and (G-2) with 11k = (2LJ)k,
respectively. Furthermore, all the conditions (w - 1) - (w - -1) are
satisfied by Proposition 2. Also, (w - 5) and (w - 6) hold by (7) and
(8), respectively.

Consequently, all the results obtained in the preceding sections hold
in the above settings (d. [12], [13]). In particular, if we restrict
ourselves to the case where X is a homogeneous Banach space which
includes C27': and L~7n 1 ~ p < 00, as special cases (d. [7], [10], [18]),
then the sequence {Pj : j E Z} is defined by

(I EX),

where

j(j) = ~ 17': f(i)e-ijlrit (j E Z)
271 -7':

is the j-th Fourier coefficient of f and {Tt : /. E IR} is the group of
right translations in R[X] defined by

Tt(J)(·) = f(· - /.)

Therefore, M n = 'In for all n E No and

(IE X).

k (k)L1~(.f)(-) = L (_l)k-m ' f(· -11/,/)
, m=O 'In

00

r-v L (e-i.ii, - l)k j(j)eij,

for all f E X, k E Nu and all /. E R
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